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Textual analysis  
 
When and where can I find the list of prescribed films?  
• The list of prescribed films is published each year in the September edition of DP Coordinator 

notes on the Programme Resource Centre (PRC).  

How many films will remain on the prescribed list each year?  
• Five films will roll-over and remain on the list each year. 

Can I ask my students to spend more than a month on this task? 
• No. The guide states that students should have one month to complete the task.  

What are the restrictions regarding screengrabs and copyright in textual analysis?  
• Students are permitted to use screengrabs and copyright material in the textual analysis under 

global fair use policy, so long as the materials are clearly referenced, and the work is not 
distributed outside the IB.  

What happens if a student exceeds the maximum word limit of 1750 words?   
• As stated on p.48 of the guide, examiners will only assess the work that falls within the 

prescribed limits.  

What will happen if a student fails to include the required list of sources?    
• A student’s failure to appropriately acknowledge their sources will be investigated by the IB as a 

potential breach of regulations that may result in a penalty being imposed.  
 

Comparative study  
 
Can students choose two films from the same country of origin for study in the comparative study?  
• Yes, students can choose two films from the same country of origin. Students must provide a 

clear justification for the ways in which the cultural contexts differ, however, and one of the 
selected films must come from a different time or place to the student. A good rule of thumb for 
a ‘contrasting time’ to the context of the student is before the student was born.   
 

How far apart should the years of release be for selected films to be considered from contrasting 
historical contexts?  
• There is no hard and fast rule for this, however each student is required to justify the ways in 

which they feel the contrast between their selected films is convincing. If the teacher isn’t 
convinced that the identified contexts are contrasting enough then the examiner is unlikely to be 
also.  

What happens if a student can’t access a hard copy of one of the films to work from?  
• If a student is unable to obtain a hard copy of one of the films the students may need to select 

another film for comparison. 
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Can a student use still images/freeze frames from a film instead of using clips?  
• Yes, this is acceptable.  

How do I deal with copyright laws in my country restricting use of a student’s chosen film(s)? 
• The IB’s legal team has confirmed that for this academic task students may include copyright 

material under global fair use policy, as long as the materials are clearly referenced, and the work 
is not distributed outside the IB. It is the responsibility of the student to obtain the materials 
used for this task in line with the recommendations on p.54 of the guide regarding the use of AV 
material. 

Does the topic for the comparative study have to be framed a question?  
• No, the topic doesn’t have to be a question, although in most cases it is likely that a research 

question will guide students in a way that a broad area of research may not. 

How should students reference their sources during the comparative study?  
• The guide states that students must acknowledge their sources in the comparative study ‘as an 

on-screen citation during the submitted multimedia study, either as a voiced reference as part of 
the commentary or as on-screen text’ (p.55). This can be as simple as stating the author name 
and year as part of the recorded voiceover, or by displaying the author name and year as on-
screen text to enable the examiner to easily locate the reference within the separately submitted 
list of sources. It’s important to remember that anything that is not the student’s own words 
should be cited at the point of use in the video to ensure it is absolutely clear where information 
has come from. 

How will students submit the separate list of sources for this task?  
• A separate PDF file of the sources should be uploaded with the video file when submitted.  

Can a student include the list of sources as a credit roll at the end of the video?  
• No, the list of sources should be a separate PDF file. There does not need to be any credit 

sequence included at the end of the comparative study to ensure the best use of the 10-minute 
(maximum) time limit.  

How do I know what the video file size should be? 
• All requirements for the video file sizes and formats will be stated in the DP Assessment 

Procedures via the PRC each year. 

Can students incorporate clips of interviews with filmmakers, or should this be interwoven into the 
spoken narration? 
• It is important to remember that the comparative study is not a documentary. However, clips of 

interviews may be used so long as the student’s voice is the primary weight of material 
submitted. 

What happens if a student exceeds the maximum time limit of 10 minutes?   
• As stated on p.56 of the guide, examiners will only assess the work that falls within the 

prescribed limits.  
 

Film portfolio  
Why is the inquiry – action – reflection cycle so important for the film portfolio task?  
• The guide states that the film course should be taught through the dynamic cycles of inquiry, 

action and reflection (p19). The film portfolio task is specifically designed to engage this cycle in a 
very practical and tangible way. The task assesses the extent to which students can engage with 
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specific film production roles through inquiry, action and reflection: they carry out research and 
discuss their findings and initial understandings of each specific role, plan and carry out practical 
explorations and experimentations in order to execute their new skills and attempt to fulfil their 
stated intentions, evaluate their successes and failures in their practical work as well as reflect on 
their ongoing personal development in each role. They are also expected to set new targets and 
intentions for further development and improvement along the way before setting new goals 
and trying and failing all over again. As such, students should be pushed to use the language of 
the inquiry cycle to ensure they are able to understand how purposeful exploration leads to 
meaningful discovery and to appropriately evaluate the impact their research, creative 
explorations and production work has had on their evolving understanding of each film 
production role.  

Can the film portfolio work be collaborative or does it all need to be individual?  
• Each film production role should be undertaken by students individually and the written portfolio 

pages completed individually. However, the practical film production work may involve 
collaboration between a number of students in their different film production roles. See the 
statement on p. 64 of the film guide. 

Can the same audio/visual (AV) material be submitted as evidence for more than one role in the 
film reel? (Such as one film for two roles)?  
• Yes, it is acceptable for some clips from the same film to be submitted as evidence for more than 

one film production role. However, the duplication of entire reels of evidence or the submission 
of completed films across multiple roles is not permitted, as this is deemed as double-dipping 
under criterion B. Teachers are reminded that they are expected to validate the authenticity of 
students’ work on the 6/FCAF.   

Can students include work from a pre-DP film or media course in their film reel?  
• All work submitted must be completed as part of the DP film course. Teachers are required to 

validate the authenticity of the work submitted for assessment and as such should only be 
authenticating work that has been completed under their guidance and supervision.  

Is it possible for students to submit work in a ‘non-film format’ (such as a script for a writer, 
sketches for a production designer, etc) in place of the film reel?  
• Each film portfolio reel must be constructed in an audio-visual format and all work should be 

accompanied by the resolved clips of evidence to showcase the work in context. Students are 
encouraged to be creative when generating clips of evidence. For example, a writer could film a 
table-read of a script and submit clips of this alongside a clip of the resolved/improved script in a 
shoot.  

Can the ‘other clearly defined film production role’ (p.62) include acting?  
• The ‘other clearly defined film production roles’ are not prescribed by the IB. These additional 

roles should be ones that, as new technologies emerge over time and as schools become 
equipped with new technologies and expertise, teachers feel confident about offering. The 
clearly defined roles must result in the production of AV material for submission and students 
must have the guidance and resources necessary for the role (including research materials) to 
gain a clear understanding of the chosen role. With this in mind, there are numerous published 
materials available to support student research into screen acting as a clearly defined role, so if a 
particular school felt well equipped and confident to offer this, it would be acceptable. The final 
decision on this rests with the school. It should be noted, however, that the majority of schools 
are likely to only offer the five traditional film roles, so teachers shouldn’t feel pressed to add 
more roles to their repertoire for the sake of it.  
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Can the completed film submitted for film production role 3 be less than 3 minutes in length?  
• Yes. The film should be between 30 seconds and 3 minutes in length and will assessed on how it 

best fulfils the assessment criteria rather than the how long or short the piece is. The 
recommended minimum length of 30 seconds has been put in place to ensure there is adequate 
material against which to appropriately apply the criteria.  

Can the students submit three complete 3-minute films for the film portfolio? 
• Yes. While students are strongly encouraged to submit multiple clips of evidence for film 

production roles 1 and 2 in the film reel (p.66), they may choose to submit different complete 3-
minute films for each role if they wish (one per film production role).  

What if a student is reluctant to submit work for assessment that is not his/her best work? How 
should a teacher deal with this? 
• Students should be reminded that creative risk-taking and the learner profile are essential to this 

component and assessors are expecting to see a variety of pieces of evidence demonstrating trial 
and error as a result of grappling with new production skills. Students are expected to challenge 
themselves and their work will hopefully reflect their staggered development and growth as 
internationally-minded filmmakers over the two years. The erratic, experimental and often 
frustrating nature of creative learning lies at the heart of the film portfolio task. Please see p.62 
of the guide for the full statement on creative risk-taking.  

Can the same footage be used by different students for different roles?  
• Yes, the same footage or edit can be used by different students to evidence their individual roles 

(as long as each student undertook a distinct and separate film production role in the creation of 
the work). Teachers are reminded that they are expected to validate the authenticity of students’ 
work on the 6/FCAF. 

What should/can (or should not/cannot) be included in the portfolio pages? 
• The format, layout and content of the portfolio pages is left open to allow students to have 

ownership over the recording and presentation of their ongoing work. The pages submitted 
should be clearly legible and should contain a balance between written work and visual evidence.  
See p.65 of the guide for further guidance. 

Can SL students include footage from HL collaborative projects they have participated in?  
• Yes, SL students can submit material from their collaborations with HL students in the film 

portfolio task. HL students, however, are not permitted to use material from the collaborative 
project in their film portfolios.  

What happens if a student fails to state their filmmaker intentions?  
• Students are required to identify specific intentions for their work in each chosen film production 

role (p.62). Students who fail to clearly state their filmmaker intentions for a film production role 
will be limited to a mark of 1 in criterion A for that role.  
 

How much exploration should be evidenced in a clip of clips in the film portfolio? What is more 
important: showing only strong technical proficiency or demonstrating an understanding as a 
result of a trial and error process?  
• As stated on p.66 of the film guide, there is an inherent tension in this task between students 

undertaking an authentic process of learning (which may result in rough experimental film clips) 
and the pursuit of a highly proficient finished product with their filmmaking skills. When marking 
the film reel, teachers should not be looking to only reward the demonstration of consistent 
excellence in the reel but must also give equal value and recognition to work that results in mix 
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of unresolved and resolved clips of excellence too. Marking the film reel (criterion B) shouldn’t be 
a case of ‘best fit’ overall, but more like a rising ‘tide mark’, awarding to the highest moments 
achieved for the relevant skills, techniques and/or approaches in each reel. So, the amount of 
evidence of exploration will always depend on the choices made by each individual student and 
their discussion in the portfolio pages, rather than a blanket one-size-fits-all statement regarding 
balance.  
 
Teachers should certainly not be asking students to only submit their ‘best’ work in the pages or 
the reel, as the material generated for assessment should be the result of the authentic process 
of inquiry, action and reflection, so will be different for each individual. The clips submitted in the 
reel must directly link to the work presented in the portfolio pages, so the reel will never be 
marked in total isolation. The ‘sophisticated level of proficiency’ marked in criterion B will be 
contextualised by the process undertaken and reported in the portfolio pages for criterion A.  
 
All of the film portfolio work should be underpinned by exposure to academic text books, online 
tutorials and practical experimentations, which should all be linked to industry expectations 
about each film production role.  These will be a valuable support for students when undertaking 
the portfolio explorations and seeking guidance for what constitutes proficiency for each role.  
 
Texts such as ‘Film Art’ by Bordwell and Thompson, ‘Understanding Movies’ by Giannetti, and /or 
‘The Cinema Book’ by Pam Cook largely cover the subject content we expect our students to be 
confident with being able to read and communicate using film language. Students then need to 
have a solid grasp of the intrinsic nature of each specific film production role in terms of how 
meaning can be created, as well as the necessary technical skills and techniques needed to fulfil 
the role to be able to demonstrate ‘proficiency’. A combination of academic research and 
practical experimentation and application will enable students to grapple with the very hands-on 
elements of filmmaking. 
  
It might also be useful to remember that the work should be assessed in a very specific order 
[Role 1: portfolio pages first, followed by film clips. Then role 2, then role 3]. Assessing teachers 
will read the portfolio pages, and then watch the linked clips with what has been written still in 
mind. So, criterion A and B will inevitably be considered together to some extent.  
 
 

Collaborative film project (HL)  
 
What happens if I only have one student? What happens if my student can’t find others to 
collaborate with?  
• Students must collaborate with others in this task. Individual film students can choose to work 

collaboratively with students from the school who are not part of the DP film course (including 
film students in the year below or students who are not taking DP film) or a mix of both. See p.73 
of the guide for further guidance on working with others.  

Some of my HL students have changed to SL, leaving a member of the group alone to finish the 
project. What can I do? 
• If students moved from HL to SL this shouldn’t mean that the SL students cannot continue 

working with the remaining HL student. The SL students could use their contributions to this 
work as part of their film portfolio (however, the HL student can only use the work for their 
collaborative project assessment task).  
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Can working with actors count as collaboration?  
• Students must work with at least one other person to form a core production team of at least 

two people. Being a member of the core production team means that each student in the group 
will take on one single film production role (acting is not counted as a film production role in this 
task). If a student in the core production team wishes to also be an actor in the film alongside 
their one film production role, this is possible, but this may well cause numerous logistical issues 
for the shoot. As such, it’s probably not advisable for actors to double as core production team 
members, but students are free to determine this. It’s important to remember that all members 
of the core production team must be students from the school (see p.73 of the guide). 

Will a student be disadvantaged by only collaborating with one other person?  
• No. Students are permitted to collaborate in teams of two to four students from within the 

school community (p.71) and the group size will not have any bearing on their marks for the 
assessment. Students are assessed on their reflections on the successes and challenges of 
working with other people in the core production team regardless of how many people were 
involved.  

What happens if a student fails to state their core production team’s intentions for the film?  
• Students are required to state their group’s specific intentions for their film in section 2 of the 

project report (p.74). Students who fail to clearly state their core production team’s intentions 
for the film will be limited to a maximum mark of 2 in criterion C.   

What is the logline and where should this appear?  
• The logline provides a very brief summary of the film which is articulated in 50 words or less. 

Students must include the logline as part of the black slate (see p.73 of the guide). As the 
examiner watches and marks the completed film before reading the project report, the logline 
provides the examiner with the concept of the completed film prior to watching.  

Do all students have to refer to music in their project reports? 
• It is certainly helpful for the assessor if all students refer to the origins of non-diegetic sounds in 

their project reports, but this is not stipulated in the guide. If any student in the group uses 
creative commons work in the collaborative project (either audio or visual), however, all 
students in the group must justify this in their project reports.   
 

Copyright and the Internal Assessment tasks 
 
As teachers will be marking the practical Internal Assessment tasks, they will be responsible for 
policing the use of copyright material in their schools and for applying any necessary penalties to 
work that falls outside of the task requirements. The following information has been provided to 
assist teachers in the marking of practical work and for guiding students to make informed decisions 
regarding the use of non-original material in their practical assessments.  
 
Why is copyright material permitted for some tasks and not for others?  
• The textual analysis and comparative study assessment tasks are both academic exercises that 

focus on film students responding to international film and cinema. As such, these tasks are 
permitted to include copyright AV material in order to appropriately frame and contextualise the 
analysis. The creative production assessment tasks (the film portfolio and HL collaborative film 
project) require students to be the creators of their own film work to demonstrate their skills as 
credible internationally-minded filmmakers in their own right. As such, students are therefore 
only able to submit work for assessment that they themselves have created. The creative film 
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production tasks must not include any copyright material whatsoever, and any creative commons 
material deemed essential to the completed film must be kept to a minimum (see below) and be 
carefully justified by all members of the core production team.  

Why are creative commons materials permitted in the internal assessment tasks, when copyright 
materials are not?  
• As mentioned above, students are expected to be the original creators of, or have a significant 

role in the creation of, all of the material submitted for assessment. The film curriculum review 
team recognised, however, that in some rare cases it is appropriate for students to implement 
existing copyright-free or creative commons materials from elsewhere. These situations are likely 
to be where it would be dangerous, cost-prohibitive or beyond the expectations of a pre-
university course to expect students to generate original audio or visual elements themselves, 
and where the overall benefit of adding these ‘borrowed’ materials significantly enabled 
students to meet their filmmaker intentions in a way that would be impossible without these 
elements. It is important to note that the burden placed on students to justify the inclusion of 
creative commons materials and the penalty for misusing it or failing to evidence their use, are 
intentionally harsh (see below) in order to prohibit an excessive reliance on materials borrowed 
from elsewhere.  

• Students should be pushed to only include creative commons materials where they are deemed 
absolutely essential, and schools are free to prevent students from using any creative commons 
material if this is deemed the most appropriate approach in a specific school context.   

What is meant by keeping the use of creative commons material ‘to a minimum’ (p.67)?  
• Film portfolio: A maximum of 30 seconds of creative commons audio-visual material may be 

used in each film reel in the submitted film portfolio.  
• Collaborative film project: A maximum of 30 seconds of creative commons audio-visual material 

may be used in the completed film submitted for the collaborative film project assessment.   

What penalty should teachers apply when assessing work that uses ‘excessive’ amounts of creative 
commons material? 
• Film portfolio: Students who submit a film reel containing more than 30 seconds of creative 

commons audio-visual material for a film production role will be limited to a maximum mark of 1 
in criterion B for that one role. Likewise, students who use creative commons material without 
justifying its use in the portfolio pages will be limited to a maximum mark of 1 in criterion B for 
that particular film production role. Teachers should note that they have applied the penalty so 
that the examiner is aware.  

• Collaborative film project: Students who submit a completed film containing more than 30 
seconds of creative commons audio-visual material will be limited to a maximum mark of 2 in 
criterion B. This may impact the marks awarded to other members of the group. Likewise, 
students who submit a film containing creative commons material without justifying its use in 
the project report (regardless of the chosen film production role) will be limited to a maximum 
mark of 2 in criterion B. It is important to remind students that, regardless of the film production 
role they are individually working in, any creative commons material used by any students in any 
role in their group must be justified by all students in the group. Teachers should note that they 
have applied the penalty so that the examiner is aware. 

What penalty should teachers apply when assessing work that uses copyright material?  
• Film portfolio: Students who submit copyright material in the film portfolio will receive zero 

marks for criterion B for the specific role in question. Teachers should note that they have 
applied the penalty so that the examiner is aware.  

• Collaborative film project: Students who submit copyright material in the collaborative film 
project will receive zero marks for criterion B. This may impact the marks awarded to other 
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members of the group, so it is vital that all members of the group know where all material is 
obtained from. Teachers should note that they have applied the penalty so that the examiner is 
aware.  

Are students expected to creatively alter creative commons materials for it to be used in the 
internal assessments?  
• Students who choose to use creative commons materials in their internal assessments are 

strongly encouraged to creatively manipulate, re-shape and/or re-purpose the materials to suit 
the needs of the specific film or project they are undertaking, so long as they clearly identify 
where the materials have been used in their work. Please note: there is no penalty for failing to 
manipulate or creatively repurpose creative commons materials.  

Is it acceptable for students to use pre-existing music loops and sound effects obtained from 
editing software such as GarageBand?   
• Yes. Sound effects, instrument samples or music loops from editing software (such as 

GarageBand) are considered creative commons material for the purposes of this film course. As 
such, the statements above regarding the use of creative commons material applies to the use of 
these samples. Their use should be kept to a minimum (i.e. a maximum of 30 seconds) as stated 
above, and a penalty will be imposed for excessive use of them. Students are encouraged to 
creatively alter and manipulate these sound effects, samples or loops (though there is no penalty 
for failing to do so).  The use of these materials, as with all creative commons material, must be 
justified by students in their accompanying written work.  

Can students work from an existing movie script, or does all film work have to be from original 
scripts?  
• Film portfolio: Students may use existing scripts to generate work for the film portfolio (and 

these must be clearly referenced within the list of sources used). Students choosing to work in 
the film production role of writer are expected to submit original work for assessment, however.  

• Collaborative film project: Students are not permitted to use existing scripts for the collaborative 
film project, as this must be an original film. Students must create all material for this completed 
film themselves.  

Can students participate in activities where they re-create or reverse engineer scenes from existing 
films for the film portfolio?  
• Yes, this is acceptable so long as the students don’t use any audio-visual materials from the 

existing film, as this would breach the copyright requirements.  

 
Filmmaking equipment  
 
Can film work for the internal assessments be shot on smartphones or does work have to be 
created using professional filmmaking equipment?  
• Yes, students may use smart phones for their film production work. Where this is the case, 

students are strongly encouraged to discuss how their filmmaking activities could have been 
improved or have been undertaken differently using professional role-specific kit. 

What equipment or software does the IB recommend? 
• The IB isn’t able to recommend any specific equipment or software as these change so quickly 

during the life of the course. Teachers are encouraged to share top tips and recommendations at 
IB workshops, via the PRC forums and on social media platforms, as these are a good source of 
information and guidance. 
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Authentication  
 
Where can the authentication ‘6/FCAF’ be found?  
• The Film Coursework authentication form (6/FCAF) can found on the PRC. The Diploma 

Programme Assessment procedures (formerly Handbook of procedures) can be found under the 
‘implementation’ tab. The DP Assessment procedures online document contains a section called 
‘Assessment forms’ and holds all of the key forms for the upcoming assessment cycle, listed in 
order of group. Scroll down to group 6 internal assessments. The form can be downloaded as a 
writeable PDF.   

When should I fill in the 6/FCAF?  
• Teachers are expected to complete this form throughout the creation of assessment work for the 

Textual analysis, the Comparative study and the Collaborative film project (HL only) tasks. 
Teachers should meet with each candidate at three decisive points during the creation of the 
coursework and the key outcomes of these interactions, which might be formal meetings and/or 
informal discussions in the classroom, must be summarized by the teacher in the tables on the 
form. Teachers may decide to discuss each of the assessment tasks during the same meeting or 
to have dedicated meetings for each task. The completed form is then submitted to the IB 
following the instructions outlined in the most recent version of DP Assessment procedures. 

 
 
Practical film production workshop  
 
What does the Category 3 practical film production workshop cover?  
• This workshop covers a range of approaches to practical film production and is aimed at new 

and/or less experienced film teachers. This is a hands-on practical experience where teachers 
create films in the same scope that film students may do so. The workshop is structured around 
setting up and facilitating filmmaking activities within a school context and with limited technical 
equipment. The workshop is also suitable for those teachers who have more of a background in 
film theory rather than expertise in practical film work or people who are looking at new 
strategies to teach practical film techniques. 

Why is the Category 3 practical film production workshop being offered by the theatre workshop 
provider, ISTA, rather than by the IB?  
• The practical film production workshop has been created by the IB but is offered by the 

International Schools Theatre Association (ISTA) as they are able to offer workshops in more 
practical and flexible environments. ISTA only works with approved and experienced DP film 
workshop leaders in the provision of this practical workshop.  
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Further information and support   
 
Where can I find the submission deadlines for internal and external assessment work?   
• The submission deadlines are published each year in DP Assessment procedures. This can be 

accessed via the Programme Resource Centre: Diploma Programme -> Implementation -> 
Diploma Programme Assessment procedures -> C: Subject specific information. Use the index to 
navigate to The Arts: Film. 

Where can I find the film community forum for more support?  
• The official forum for all film-related questions and updates can be found on MyIB by searching 

the communities page for ‘DP Film Community’. You can register for regular updates from this 
group to ensure you are kept up to date.  

 

https://resources.ibo.org/dp?c=4ffc4fad
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